a person who is good with numbers but who does not have enough personality to be an accountant." 6 No one, it has been said, ever made a movie or television series called Frontier Accountant: 7 "Exciting scenes of people resolving whether revenue should be recognized or deferred, or the appropriate amortization of good will, doesn't sound like it could build up the appropriate suspense before the commercial."
8 Someone must have totalled the receipts at the Longbranch Saloon, but he (or she) was hidden off-screen in a back room. And can you think of any books in which a major character has been a swashbuckling accountant? 9 Tax law also has generated no cinematic spectaculars, unless you count films like The Untouchables 10 or other stories of "revenooers"
prowling the hills for moonshine. D5 (quoting accounting firm partner who is better with numbers, one hopes, than with grammar). Nevertheless, emboldened accountants are getting more screen time these days. See id. at DI (discussing, among other things, LOOK WHO'S TALKING (Tri-Star 1989) (portraying heroine as accountant), MIDNIGHT RUN (Universal 1989) (portraying accountant as "likable risk-taker who is willing to embezzle $15 million from the mob to give to the poor"), and SHE-DEVIL (Orion 1989) (featuring Ed Begley as "tall, fair-haired accountant who leaves his wife only to have two sultry women fighting over him")); see also Mary Stevens, Home Front New Beat for 'Lethal Weapon 2,' CHI. TRIB., Feb. 2, 1990, § 7, at 63 (discussing LETHAL WEAPON 2 (Silver 1989), which features an "eccentric accountant [not played by Mel Gibson or Danny Glover, unfortunately,] who has laundered nearly half a billion dollars in narcotics money for an organization linked to the South African government").
Television has featured at least one popular character who is an accountant. See Cowan, supra, at D1 (describing an episode of the television program, Cheers (NBC), in which "Norm, the resident accountant [at the Boston bar], invites some colleagues over for a raucous party. The invitations say wear togas. They come in suits. The band asks for requests. No one has any."). arisen from movie production really should not count for this purpose either. 12 When tax lawyers have appeared on the silver screen or in works of literature, the poor guys have generally been characterized as "nerdy," 1 3 "toady," 14 "nebbishy,"' 5 or "off-thewall." 16 Tax law may be important.
17
It may even deal with sexy matters. 1 8 It involves money, and some glamour attaches for that (the words don't ring true, do they?) who gave his life (such as it was) as part of Elliot Ness's mob-fighting group. By suggesting that Al Capone could be prosecuted for tax evasion, Wallace was a credit, as it were, to his profession. See Cowan, supra note 8, at D5. 19 A well regarded description of the 1986 Tax Reform Act's genesis, Showdown at Gucci Gulch, drew on that glamour. Titled to attract the fans of Louis L'Amour and Imelda Marcos, Gucci Gulch's point of view was dear: "Money is the engine that fuels much of our politics." Albert R. Hunt, Introduction to GUCCI GULCH, supra note 18, at xii. In general, the bad guys are the lobbyists, those who "paid $200, $300, even $400 an hour to influence legislators and preserve tax benefits worth millions of dollars to their anxious clients." GUCCI GULCH, supra note 18, at 4. Outside the Senate Finance Committee room, '[t]he desperation in their voices makes it dear that big money is at stake. Their expensive suits and shiny Italian shoes give this hallway its nickname: Gucci Gulch." Id. The lobbyists were proponents of what Professor Sunstein titillatingly calls "naked preferences." See Sunstein, supra note 18, at 1689 (describing effect of naked preferences as "the distribution of resources or opportunities to one group rather than another solely on the ground that those favored have exercised the raw political power to obtain what they want").
Pairs of Guccis have obviously gained a toehold-and often taken over (a Gucci Gucci coup?)-in the worlds of intrigue and power. See GRISHAM, supra note 1, at 238 (describing an FBI agent's reference to "Gucci-footed hotshots" at "the firm").
20 Cf. Robert W. Gordon, The Independence of Lawyers, 68 B.U. L. REV. 1, 48, 58-59 (1988) (noting role of tax bar in fighting to create a "dean" Internal Revenue Code and to define the boundaries between avoidance and evasion). Because he has nice things to say about tax lawyers, and because of the new Bluebook rule requiring that first names be included in citations to books and periodicals, see THE BLUEBOOK: A UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CrrATION 101, 111 (15th ed. 1991), you can tell that this Professor Gordon is not the same person as the Gordon cited in note 6. It is important to keep the various Gordons straight. The first Gordon (James D.) teaches at Brigham Young University, a good indication that no one could be straighter. what aspiring young Harvard lawyer has reservations about 100-hour weeks when there are difficult intellectual puzzles to solve and the resources, like a 100,000 volume library, to maximize quality? Apart from the firm's clubbish characteristics (all lawyers are white, male, 30 and Christian), Mitch and the other Bendini superstars fit Marty Ginsburg's characterization precisely: "The tax bar is the repository of the greatest ingenuity in America, and given the chance, those people will do you in." The ducks at the Peabody Hotel and the spirits of Graceland are limited in their capacities as spouse-substitutes.33 However, the Bendini partners assure Mitch, and Mitch tries to assure Abby, that short-term deprivation can lead to early retirement and long-term gratification.
Potential readers with limited tax backgrounds may be relieved to know that The Firm contains no references to the passive activity loss rules.
3 4 Nevertheless, any reasonable reader might be con- 33 At least deserted spouses can generally believe the stories about work pressures. The firm frowns on excessive drinking and purposely hires unattractive secretaries to keep any randy lawyers behind their desks.
This Aside takes no stand on the issue of"lookism." See SMITH COLLEGE OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS, SMITH'S NEW GUIDE FOR THE PERPLEXED (1990) (defining "lookism" as "the belief that appearance is an indicator of a person's value; the construction of a standard for beauty/attractiveness; and oppression through stereotypes and generalizations of both those who do not fit that standard and those who do"), reprinted in ACADEMIC QUESTIONS, Spring 1991, at 80, 81.
34 See (if you dare) I.R.C. § 469 (1988). Personally, I prefer both passive passivity and active passivity to passive activity. But as Robert Maynard Hutchins (or somebody) stressed, all are preferable to active activity: "Every time I think about exercise, I lie down until the thought passes." Jack Smith, Seeing Eye to Eye with More Couch Potatoes, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 14, 1988, § V, at 1 (discussing the origin of the cerned that a book peppered with discussions of Caribbean tax shelters, limited partnerships, Indonesian oil and gas deals, and so on, could soon become a drag. 35 And it might have been just that, if Bendini were your regular tax firm. 6 But, happily, it is not. In the midst of his around-the-clock work on perfectly legitimate client problems, Mitch realizes-a tax lawyer's brilliant deduction-that all is not right in his new world.
For one thing, an ethereal partner, who appears at quite inopportune times, has "the most evil face [Mitch] 39 Thinking of tax lawyers studying pictures of recently deceased colleagues reminds me of something that I have to fit into a footnote somewhere. Those who are into tax memorabilia and are planning vacations should know of Rotterdam's Professor van de Poel Museum of Taxation. It has a first-rate collection of "assaying materials, fiscal seats and stamps, playingcards, round games, papyri, uniforms, weapons, means of smuggling." Belastingrmuseum: "Prof. Dr. van der Poel" (advertisement for the museum, on file with author). Has anyone ever seen an administrative law museum?
40 See infra note 43 (discussing "Bog Man").
gender barrier, was of no particular concern to anyone. 41 But the other decedents seem to have been good fellows, and, in any event, the number of "accidental" deaths defies the laws of probability.
42
Any lingering doubts that Mitch is mired in quicksand are erased by the appearance of the FBI. Three days after the announcement that he has passed the bar exam, Mitch is approached by an agent at a hole-in-the-wall delicatessen. When Mitch reports the contact to Bendini partners, he is told that both the Internal Revenue Service, nobody's friend, 43 and the FBI are after the firm's clients. Those clients may not have perfect morals, but they deserve legal representation. "It's harassment" by the government, nothing more, he is told." 4 Mitch is reassured that the firm's extraordinary measures, including a security force that occupies an entire floor of the five-story Bendini building, are needed for protection against the feds.
Any relief that Mitch feels is temporary, however. Everything doesn't add up, a fatal flaw for a tax firm, and Mitch soon learns that the FBI is really on to something: Bendini is mob-controlled. In fact, the firm's role in national organized crime activities is so central that the FBI Director himself gets involved. The Director wants Mitch, bean-counter extraordinaire, to spill the beans on his senior colleagues.
The FBI may have the national interest in mind, but Mitch is not sure that the Bureau sees protecting his life as a part of protecting the public interest. In the greater scheme of things, the McDeeres are small potatoes. 45 Mitch and Abby wind up caught between the 41 The former associate is described to McDeere as follows:
Typical female lawyer. Came here from Harvard, number one in her class and carrying a chip because she was a female. Thought every man alive was a sexist and it was her mission in life to eliminate discrimination. Super-bitch. After six months we all hated her but couldn't get rid of her. 46 As I was reading, I didn't either. So be it. It's a good yarn, with a lot of rock 'em, sock 'em prose 4 7 and goings-on that cannot be described in an academic law review. 48 In addition, it's such a page-turner that one can almost forget the preposterousness of the entire story. Almost. Most of this book is about the chase to escape the FBI and the mob. It's Thelma and Louise 49 in pinstripes, and about as plausible. Suffice it to say that Mitch and friends outwit both the G-men and the hitmen, helped by Lady Luck and her very extended family.
Grisham is obviously not a fan of law practice, particularly business law practice. He left the legal world as soon as his royalties made it possible." However, I do not think he intends to suggest 48 It would be different if this were an article on First Amendment obscenity analysis. The Firm does have one direct academic connection: it illustrates how law school can inculcate skills of wide application. For example, Mitch learns how to deal with a spouse who finds evidence of a one-night stand:
Deny. Deny. Deny. His criminal-law professor at Harvard had been a radical named Moskowitz, who had made a name for himself defending terrorists and assassins and child fondlers. His theory of defense was simply: Deny! Deny Deny Never admit one fact or one piece of evidence that would indicate guilt.
GI SHAM, supra note 1, at 148. 4 9 THELMA AND LOUIsE (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 1991).
" See Wise, supra note 2, at 1; see alsoJoanne Kaufman, Legions of Lawyers Turned that Bendini, which is corrupt from top to bottom, is representative of business law firms in the United States. Grisham himself says not to attach any great moral to his story--"It's pure entertainment " 51-and I'll take his word on that. Nevertheless, many readers will have their suspicions confirmed that tax law and organized crime are much the same thing. Those not acclimated to the law firm environment should resist that tempting conclusion.
Grisham has no particular expertise in describing big-firm practice. His knowledge of such firms comes "from the experience of his friends at law school interviewing for big-city firms," 52 and it
shows. The description of tax practice is absurd, a figment of Grisham's imagination:
A week before April 15, the workaholics at Bendini ... reached maximum stress and ran at full throttle on nothing but adrenaline. And fear. Fear of missing a deduction or a write-off or some extra depreciation that would cost a rich client an extra million or so. Fear of picking up the phone and calling the client and informing him that the return was now finished and, sorry to say, an extra eight hundred thousand was due. So don't read this book to learn what the practice of tax law is like. Read it for thrills and to gain new respect and admiration for the valiant tax lawyers living in your neighborhood. As reviewers have noted, "Boring old tax attorneys will never seem the same again," 55 and "Grisham. .. has made the world of a firm specializing in tax law seem so enthralling." 56 Furthermore-the ultimate Novelists, WALL ST.J., Aug. 1, 1991, atA10 (relating Grisham's statement: "I was tired of everything ... I was tired of the pressure, the stress, the clients and most of the opposing attorneys. I'm very happy to be out of it."). thrill for tax lawyers-this is " [t] he sort of book thai will be staring out of supermarket racks next year in a die-cut cover." 57 If Scott Turow's Presumed Innocent 5 H stimulated interest in the lives of bigcity district attorneys, Grisham's The Firm may be counted on to do the same for tax attorneys. And this is no small feat. 59 I suggest one further, perhaps more modest, indication that the tax lawyer's image will be irrevocably changed by The Firm. In Mitch's negotiations with the FBI, it is taken for granted that, if he cooperates, the McDeeres' identities will have to be changed. Mitch and Abby will have to be protected for the rest of their lives so that the mob can never find them. If nothing else from The Firm survives in the public consciousness, the idea that a tax lawyer has a recognizable identity is a major step forward for the tax bar. 60 17 Selvin, supra note 55, at E5. The book is already a major marketing success. "[I]t was cleverly built into a best seller, partly by marketing directly to law firms through advertisements in legal journals and by seeding the market with mailings of sample books." Roger Cohen, A Long, Slow March Out of Stotybook Land, N.Y. TIMES, June 9, 1991, § 4, at 4. Moreover, "a one-sentence description" from the agent was all that was necessary to sell the movie rights for $600,000. See Wise, supra note 2, at 2. 59 See supra notes 3-24. The Firm shows how far Grisham's own views about tax lawyers have evolved. See JOHN GRISHAM, A TIME TO KILL 306 (1989) (A threatened small-town lawyer sometimes wishes "he'd become an insurance agent or a stockbroker. Or maybe even a tax lawyer. Surely those guys didn't regularly suffer from nausea and diarrhea at critical moments in their careers.").
6o Of course, it will take another spate of books to bring the public's perception of lawyers in general to the point at which they are accorded the same respect given, say, garden slugs, but that must be the subject of a future essay. The University of Pennsylvania Law Review has agreed to publish the sequel.
